
Dear aim, 	 10/25/77 

Your letter of the 19th is remarkable, beautiful and a real reassurance about 
yourself. You, too, have been much on my mind in recent months. If I hope j- never have to 
go through such experiences as you have for so long I would also hope to be able to come 
of of them with a todicum of the stability with which you have. 

I look forward to your having time to tell me more about Jenifer. I retain a very 
clear picture of her in Paul Elder's as of a very disconcerting afternoon that followed 
on many almost sleepless nights. I can tell you exactly where each of us was and relate 
that to the store and the streets and the books, the picture remains that clear. If in 
Part this was from the extraordinar%y buildup from - Ral verb, one I was to learn was under-
stated rather than exaggerated, I recall only one other person from that afternnon, the 
cousin who hod been like a father to me and who I'd thought was in suburban Philadelphia 
that day. Save that Hal took me to Elder's i have no other recollection of him of that day. 

Lily who wants to write you but is at a lose, hopes that your trip east includes 
us as of course I expect. And want very much. 

Recently she read an article in the Post about hospices without any reference to 
:ours. She was indignant. 

Sheaiiiie has been accumulating clippin7s for you, many fewer than before, mostly on 
China. She believed, euite correctly, that if I kept them in the amazing clutter of my 
office they'd get lost° luch has. When you see a third-dials mailing you'll know what 
it as and can let it wait if you want to. 

A few years ago I would have had trouble with your portrayal of your plural) 
serenity. Today I do not. In part this is because you forecast it, whether-or not 
consciously. Now I can understand what earlier I had never considered. 

We are both very deeply involved in FOIA matters, making other than losses of what 
appear to be loses in court and collecting unprecedented records from the FBI on the 
King case. Skimming them requires much timex. As more than 30,000 pages may indicate. 
Lesar also is snowed under with these cases and the straggles they require of us. 

I'm also getting some of the records on myself. This also means more battling with 
the P3I. The fabrications are hard to believe even with them in front of me. One has a 
reversal of the No Loft Turns twist in Hoover. it may amuse you, 

In Whitewash I report his answer to the question asked by the Warren Cormdssion, 
why did Oswald not fire while the motorcade was approaching on Hotst/on Street. The 
Founding Father assured the Comalssion, which knew better, that this was because trees 
along houston Street blocked Oswald's vision, There being not a single tree along Houston 
I noted this and reprinted a Secret Service pictures showings it. 

Utter FBI consternation followed. The Director had-  been accused of error! Unheardof! 
So either the head of the General Investigative Division or one of the Assistant Directors 
Provided the reassurances that concluded that the Director had not erred. Dealey Plaza 
and Elm Street were converted into "the park." There were trees in the park. So before 
the motorcade was in the park and because there were trees in the park after the left 
turn the words are dared) there were trees that did too block Oswald's vision. Sven if 
therL were no trees the Director was right. The ludicrous was written, in a way that would 
stroke ±h him, ending with the magical words that he was indeed right, not wrong. 

Zow also I have some of what they fed l'yndon Johnson. itike our celebration of the 
Russian Revolution every year. it was actually two months earlier and was an annual outing 
for Washineton area service personnel arranged by a rabbi friend with the Jewish Welfare 
3oard.Once they put it together there was no need to limit distribution to the White House. 
I have records of the same stuff going to all the Os and theillpeputies, ethers in DJ and 
elsewhere, even unnamed. Tennessee officials. 

I think you know what ere wish for you. 

ILC 


